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MAGGIE: Hey, everyone.  It's your host, Maggie Patterson, and I am here with you 

for another episode of Marketing Moxie. 
 
INTRO: Welcome to Marketing Moxie with Maggie Patterson where we get down 

and dirty on all things marketing for entrepreneurs.  Maggie takes a 
practical, no holds barred approach to helping you take action on what 
matters to your business, all with her signature moxie and sass.  Now it's 
time to roll up your sleeves and dive in.   

 
MAGGIE: I am so excited about today's topic.  Surprise!  It's another solo episode.   
 

That was awful.  I just sang to you.  My husband Scott would tell you that 
you do not want me to sing to you, but it's the microphone.  It makes me 
want to bust out into song, I guess.   

 
I'm actually getting ready to go on a trip to Utah tomorrow, but I really 
wanted to cover off today's topic before I went because I will be poolside 
and relaxing, and I wanted to come to you when I still had my business 
storytelling hat on.  Storytelling is one of those things that we all talk 
about, we are all trying to do it, but I think a lot of times we don't truly 
understand how to actually best use stories.  Just as a little bit of 
background, I actually did a lot of storytelling, corporate exercises when I 
worked in a PR agency, and I've continued to apply those lessons to this 
day to the work I do with my clients to really come up with great stories, 
great messaging, to really make an impact and elicit that emotional 
response.   
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 As an entrepreneur, storytelling is just a critical business skill.  It can 
make the difference between great content and eh, so-so, mediocre 
content.  If we're building, trying to build an empire, running a solo show, 
whatever we're doing, stories are what connect us.  Stories are what get 
people interested because it creates an emotional response.   

 
Let's talk a little bit about the psychology off storytelling.  What's really 
interesting about this is it's been studied extensively.  Just kind of a few 
fun facts because we like to be really practical here on Marketing Moxie, 
so talking about the psychology of storytelling for 15 minutes is just not 
going to get you where you want to go.  But I do think it's important to kind 
of understand the rudimentary parts of storytelling.   

 
One of the psychological things around storytelling that's really interesting 
is our brains are trained to recognize patterns.  If you have kids, you've 
seen this.  We teach them shapes, and we teach them the alphabet, 
music, stories.  We start to be able to predict what's going to happen.   

 
When someone starts to tell a story, we recognize a pattern, and that 
triggers a different type of response than just taking in factual information.  
We start to break down our natural resistance, and we are much more apt 
to listen to what someone is saying.  Then if you couple a story with a 
message or the point you want to get across, all of a sudden -- BAM! -- 
way more effective.   

 
The other thing that's really interesting about stories, and I just love this 
about stories is the ability to transport people.  If you ever watched The 
Golden Girls back in the day when Sophia would say, "Picture it, Sicily, 
1933," you automatically are picturing Sicily in 1933, so think of that when 
you're telling stories.  You want to be able to create that sensory 
experience.   

 
The kitchen didn't just smell good.  It smelled like your mother's best 
chocolate chip cookies.  Couldn't you just smell those cookies?  Didn't 
your mouth just water a little bit?  That is the power of a story.  We really 
want stories to appeal to people on an emotional level. 

 
Let's talk a little bit about some specific things you can do starting today 
with your storytelling.  The number one thing I would really urge you to do 
with your storytelling, and I've seen this time and time again, is we want to 
tell a compelling story, but we tell too much story.  It's too complicated.  
People can't follow along.  Keep your stories short and to the point.  Less 
facts is a good thing.   

 
Make sure that people have enough to make it believable, to understand 
what you're talking about, and to support your message, which brings me 
to my next point.  Make sure that your story has a point.  Don't we all 
have that rambling person in our lives?  Sometimes I fee like it's me on 
my own podcast.  And there's no point to what they're saying. 
 



Add stories to support the message and really support what you're talking 
about.  If you're talking about finances, maybe you want to lighten things 
up by talking about how your mom is a bargain shopper.  Maybe you don't 
want to talk about someone being a real penny pincher because there's a 
negative connotation and going into way too much detail and maybe 
telling them all about every cheap person you've ever known.  I know that 
seems like common sense, but it's easy sometimes, especially if we like 
to tell stories, we get excited, to get carried away.  So really make sure 
that your story has a very clear point.   
 
Another great thing to remember with stories is the way our story patterns 
are in our brain.  This is fascinating to me, right, because we're told 
stories as kids.  We are told stories throughout our lives, watching 
movies, watching TV.  We are trained to expect a happy ending, so if 
you're using storytelling as a tool, you want to make sure that you're 
leaving your audience with positive emotions.  You want them, even if it's 
a heavier topic or a negative topic, is to rally them, to make them feel like 
they can do something about it.  You don't want to leave people 
unmotivated and feeling helpless because it goes against our human 
nature. 
 
Finally, with storytelling, it's really important with storytelling, and this is 
going to be the last thing I'm going to cover off, is to really develop your 
own style.  We all have our own flair, our own experiences, our own skills, 
so embrace that in our storytelling.  For instance, for me, if you look at my 
fascinate archetypes, one of mine is mystique, so I'm never going to be 
the type of person that's going to tell you absolutely everything ever about 
me.  Not that I'm keeping secrets, but I do want to use that 
understatement and intrigue to my advantage.   
 
You can still be warm.  You can still be engaging, but I'm not someone 
who is going to put my whole life story out on social media.  You're not 
going to see pictures of my family because that's just how I'm built.   
 
On the flipside, if you're someone who has kind of got that celebrity or 
romantic, and you've got a different type of world view than I do, you're 
probably going to start putting more facts out there, so start bringing that 
into how you approach your storytelling, really get to know kind of how 
you're hardwired and then map your stories that way.  It will feel so much 
more authentic, and we know how I feel about the word authentic, but it 
was the best word in this case.  It also will help really bring color to your 
stories that tie your personality and your true style.   
 
Takeaways for this episode: you can check out the show notes over at 
MaggiePatterson.com/Episode35.  And the big takeaway for this episode 
is the points I've just covered, is to really understand the best types of 
stories for you and how to start injecting them into your marketing.  Really 
think about what your style could be and really kind of tap into that.  If 
you're someone who is more extroverted, use that to your advantage.  
Introverted, again, use that to your advantage.  If you're a romantic, a 



celebrity, ruler, whatever your archetype might be and how your 
personality rolls, use that.   
 
When you're crafting your stories, especially for your marketing, avoid the 
temptation to use epic stories.  You see that people will use epic stories, 
like Steve Jobs even is an amazing corporate storyteller.  If you want to 
learn storytelling, study how Steve Jobs would tell stories.  But he already 
had the respect and could command a room.  If you're just starting out, 
your stories need to be more impactful, more concise.  Make sure that 
you have a really clear message with your story and that you actually 
have a point.   
 
Finally -- Hello! -- you need a happy ending.  If you want people to take 
action, whether you're educating them, entertaining them, informing them, 
you want them to have a positive connotation left in their brain so that 
when they go to act on your story, contact you, buy your product, 
whatever it is, follow you on Facebook, that there's a good feeling there.   
 
If you want to learn more about storytelling, I will actually be doing a lot 
more on storytelling in the coming months and weeks.  I've realized that 
messaging is a big, big part of kind of my sweet spot as an entrepreneur, 
and I really want to talk more about that, so stay tuned for that.  Next 
week, I am going to have the amazing Katie Krimitsos, as long as there 
are no technical difficulties -- I shouldn't commit in advance to guests -- 
who is actually going to talk to us about something she did, which ties into 
actually my PR background really well called newsjacking, which I think is 
something, as entrepreneurs, we're not using.  It's a bit of an 
unconventional tactic in the circles we run in, so I did want to have Katie 
on the show to talk about that.  
 
Then, after that, we're going to be getting into a new series, which I'm 
super excited about.  Thank you so much for listening.  And if you want 
more Marketing Moxie, hop on over to MaggiePatterson.com/group, and 
you can join the Marketing Moxie Group and continue the conversation 
there.  I will post a thread about storytelling, and we'll talk more about 
using stories to connect with our audience, partners, and really start to let 
people connect with us in an emotional way.  
 
I will catch you all soon.  Thank you so much for listening.    

 
OUTRO: Thanks for listening to Marketing Moxie with Maggie.  Visit our home base 

at http://www.maggiepatterson.comfor show notes and more episodes. 
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